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Abstract

Formal Concept Analysis allows to derive conceptual hierarchies from data tables. Formal Concept Analysis is applied in various domains, e. g., data analysis, information
retrieval, and knowledge discovery in databases. In order to deal with increasing sizes
of the data tables (and to allow more complex data structures than just binary attributes), conceptual scales have been developed. They are considered as metadata
which structure the data conceptually. But in large applications, the number of conceptual scales increases as well. Techniques are needed which support the navigation
of the user also on this meta-level of conceptual scales. In this paper, we attack this
problem by extending the set of scales by hierarchically ordered higher level scales and
by introducing a visualization technique called nested scaling. We extend the two-level
architecture of Formal Concept Analysis (the data table plus one level of conceptual
scales) to a many-level architecture with a cascading system of conceptual scales. The
approach also allows to use representation techniques of Formal Concept Analysis for
the visualization of thesauri and ontologies.

1 Introduction
Formal Concept Analysis (Wille 1982; Ganter, Wille 1999) is a mathematical theory which
formalizes the understanding of `concept' as a unit of thought consisting of two parts, its
extension and its intension (Arnauld, Nicole 1668; Wagner 1973; DIN 1979). From descriptions of objects by attributes and attribute{value{pairs, Formal Concept Analysis generates
a conceptual hierarchy which re ects the conceptual structure of the domain. During the last
twenty years, Formal Concept Analysis has grown to a variety of methods for data analysis,
information retrieval, knowledge acquisition, and knowledge discovery in databases.
In its most basic form, Formal Concept Analysis starts with a formal context, which is a
binary relation between a set of objects and a set of attributes. From the formal context,
one derives formal concepts and a concept lattice: A formal concept consists of two parts,
its extent and its intent. The extent is a subset of the set of objects, and the intent is a
subset of the set of attributes such that each object in the extent belongs to each attribute
in the intent, each attribute in the intent is common to all objects in the extent, and no
further object and no further attribute can be added without violating one of these two
conditions. The generic subconcept{superconcept{relation provides a lattice structure on
the set of formal concepts, called concept lattice. The visualization of concept lattices by line
diagrams is used to present the conceptual structure of the data to the user.
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Precise de nitions of all words occuring in the introduction are given in the next section.

Conceptual scaling has been introduced as a technique for dealing with large contexts, and
for dealing with so-called many-valued contexts which consist of attribute-value pairs. If the
user is interested in analyzing the interrelationship between attributes of a large (one- or
many-valued) context, he can choose among the conceptual scales those which contain the
required attributes. The visualization of their apposition by a nested line diagram allows him
to study the large concept lattice which is embedded in the direct product. Formal Concept
Analysis, and especially conceptual scaling, provides structured conceptual meta-information
about the data. It has been applied successfully in Information Retrieval because it allows
users, who have only a vague idea of what they are looking for, a structured overview over a
spectrum of related queries by providing a visualization of the resulting conceptual hierarchy.

In real-world applications, the number of conceptual scales becomes large. An ecient
navigation is needed also on the meta-level, i. e., on the level of conceptual scales. In this
paper, we introduce new higher level attributes and a taxonomy on these new attributes,
from which we derive new, hierarchically ordered higher level scales. We obtain a cascading
hierarchy of conceptual scales with increasing granularity. Nested scaling is introduced for
visualizing the combination of higher level scales. It is based on the visualization technique
of local scaling (Stumme 1996).
Higher level scales (which can be derived automatically from the taxonomy) provide information about the data on a more general level. They allow to observe global `cross-scale'
relationships that cannot be recognised easily otherwise. Hence higher level scales are an
interesting technique for Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD; for an interplay between
KDD and Formal Concept Analysis cf. also to (Stumme, Wille, Wille 1998; Pasquier, Bastide,
Taouil, Lakhal 1999; Hereth, Stumme, Wille, Wille 1999; Stumme 1999b)), while they allow
at the same time a drill-down to the original data as known from Online-Analytical Processing (OLAP; cf. also to (Stumme 1998)). In this paper, however, we focus on the use of
higher level scales in an Information Retrieval setting.
In order to allow the navigation in ontologies and thesauri by representation techniques of
Formal Concept Analysis, they have to be transformed into conceptual scales. Instead of a
bottom-up approach as discussed above, one can here apply a top-down approach. Using the
subconcept-superconcept-relation of the ontology or thesaurus, one obtains automatically a
conceptual scale for each concept of the thesaurus by choosing as attributes of the scale its
immediate subconcepts in the thesaurus.
In the next section, we brie y recall the notions of Formal Concept Analysis as far as they
are needed in this paper. In Section 3, we extend the set of conceptual scales by higher
level scales and discuss their use for a graphical user interface for thesauri. In Section 4 we
introduce the visualization technique called nested scaling. Section 5 provides an evaluation
and indicates open questions for further research.
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2 Conceptual Scaling of Formal Contexts
2.1 Formal Contexts and Their Concept Lattices
The most basic data structure of Formal Concept Analysis is a formal context:

De nition: A (formal) context is a triple K := (G; M; I ) where G and M are sets and I is
a relation between G and M . The elements of G and M are called objects and attributes,
respectively, and (g; m) 2 I is read \object g has attribute m".
We illustrate the de nition by an example. The example which we will use throughout the
paper is a library retrieval system of the Center for Interdisciplinary Technology Studies
(ZIT) of the Darmstadt University of Technology. The set G of objects consists of 1556
books of the library, the set of attributes of 377 catchwords. The binary relation I consists
of ca. 50000 tuples, i. e, each book is assigned to 32 catchwords in average. The de nition
of the list of catchwords as well as the assignment to the books was a complex process. It is
described in detail in (Rock, Wille 1999).
De nition: For A  G, we de ne A0 := fm 2 M j 8g 2 A: (g; m) 2 I g. Dually, for B  M ,
we de ne B 0 := fg 2 G j 8m 2 B : (g; m) 2 I g. Now a (formal) concept is a pair (A; B )
such that A  G, B  M , A0 = B and B 0 = A. (This is equivalent to A and B being each
maximal with A  B  I .) The set A is called the extent and the set B the intent of the

concept (A; B ).
For explaining how to determine the concepts of a formal context, we restrict the context
of the library to just four catchwords: Germany*, GDR* (= German Democratic Republic),
Federal Republic* (of Germany) and Eastern Germany*. A part of this subcontext is shown in
Figure 1. In this context are in total nine formal concepts. One of them has Die intelligente
Stadt (The intelligent city), Die Pendlergesellschaft (The commuter society), Jahrbuch Arbeit
und Technik 1991 (Yearbook Work and Engineering 1991) and twelve more books (which are
not shown in Figure 1) in its extent, and fGermany*, Eastern Germany*g as intent.

De nition: Each formal context

K gives rise to a conceptual hierarchy, called concept
lattice of K , and denoted by B(K ). The hierarchical subconcept{superconcept{relation on
the concepts is formalized by

(A; B )  (C; D) : () A  C (() B  D) :
The concept lattice of the context of Figure 1 is shown in Figure 2. Each circle stands
for a formal concept, and the subconcept-superconcept hierarchy can be read by following
ascending paths of straight line segments. The intent of each concept is given by all attributes
reachable from that context by ascending paths of straight line segments, and its extent
is given by all objects reachable by descending paths of straight line segments. At some
concepts we have not listed the names of the objects, but just the number of objects which
3
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1: Part of a formal context about books dealing with `Germany'

are attached to that concept. The concept mentioned above is the one labeled by the book
title Die intelligente Stadt (The intelligent city). In the diagram, one can nd above it the
catchwords Germany* and Eastern Germany*, hence its intent. Its extent consists of the books
listed below, i. e., Die intelligente Stadt plus the nine books listed in the lower right part of
the diagram (which additionally have the catchword Federal Republic*) plus the ve books
at the bottom element (which have all four catchwords).
In line diagrams of concept lattices, one can see implications between the attributes. For
instance, the catchword GDR* implies the catchword Germany*. This means that each book
having the catchword GDR* also has the catchword Germany*. Federal Republic* implies
Germany* as well, and GDR* together with Eastern Germany* imply the two remaining catchwords Federal Republic* and Germany*. I. e, there is no book in the ZIT library having GDR*
and Eastern Germany* as catchwords, but not Federal Republic* and Germany*. After a short
introduction, users of Conceptual Information Systems usually prefer this visual presentation
of implications to long lists of implications written in a linear form, because it shows how
the implications are interrelated.

2.2 Conceptual Scaling
Conceptual scaling has been introduced in order to deal with many-valued attributes. Often
attributes are not one-valued as in the previous example, but allow a range of values. This is
modeled by a many-valued context. A many-valued context is roughly equivalent to a relation
of a relational database with one eld being a primary key. As one-valued contexts are special
cases of many-valued contexts, Conceptual scaling can also be applied to one-valued contexts
in order to reduce the complexity of the visualization.
In this paper, we only deal with one-valued formal contexts. Readers who are interested in
the exact de nition of many-valued contexts and the use of conceptual scaling in this more
general case are referred to (Ganter, Wille 1999). Applied to one-valued contexts, conceptual
scales are used to determine the concept lattice which arises from one vertical `slice' of a large
context:
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Die intelligente Stadt
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2: Concept lattice of the formal context in Figure 1

De nition: A conceptual scale for a subset B  M of attributes is a (one-valued) formal
context SB := (GB ; B; 3) with GB  P(B ). The scale is called consistent with respect to
K := (G; M; I ) if fg g0 \ B  GB for each g 2 G. For a consistent scale SB, the context
SB(K ) := (G; B; I \ (G  B )) is called its realized scale.
Conceptual scales are used to group together related attributes. They are determined at the
design phase, and the realized scales are derived from them at run-time.
In the ZIT library, there are in total 137 scales. One of them is the scale Germany which
is displayed in Figure 3. Its realized scale is the one we already saw in Figure 2. In the
conceptual scale, the attributes are strings that are displayed later as attribute names in the
realized scale. The objects are parts of where-clauses of SQL queries which determine the
2
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We indicate all original catchwords with a *, while names of scales do not have a *. Thus Germany* is a
which appears in the scale Germany.
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3: The conceptual scale SGermany

set of objects to be displayed in the realized scale. Dt, OstD, . . . are Boolean attributes
in the database. The queries are optimized and GB is chosen such that they t exactly to
the actual books. An update of the database without checking the scale for consistency may
hence lead to displaying books at the wrong place.
In general, the dicult task of designing conceptual scales is to x the set GB . One can
always choose the whole powerset P(B ), but then the scale may become unnecessarily large.
On the other hand, if GB is chosen too small, the line diagram gets smaller but may be
inconsistent with the data. For the design of the scales for the library system, the tool
Dokuana has been used. It makes the scales just large enough to t the actual data. This
way of creating conceptual scales is called data driven design, in contrast to theory driven
design. Theory driven design depends on an expert who decides which subsets of B are
impossible according to his theory about the domain. In (Stumme 1999a) it is described
how the knowledge acquisition for shifting from data driven to theory driven design can be
supported by Attribute Exploration (Ganter 1987), an algorithm of B. Ganter. If there is no
theory at all, then theory driven design leads to (large) Boolean scales, i. e., with GB = P(G).
Scales generated by using data driven design have to be redesigned after major updates of
the database (which is supported again by Dokuana).
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In the current version, a bitmap encoding is used in the database. That makes queries faster, but the
queries in the scale less understandable. Therefore Fig. 3 shows the old version.
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The retrieval system for the ZIT library is implemented as a Conceptual Information System.
Conceptual Information Systems consist of a (one- or many-valued) context together with a
collection of conceptual scales. The context is implemented as a relational database. The
collection of the scales is called conceptual scheme (Vogt, Wachter, Wille 1991; Scheich,
Skorsky, Vogt, Wachter, Wille 1993). Beside the contexts of the conceptual scales, the
conceptual scheme also contains the layout of their line diagrams. The layout has to be
provided in advance, since, in general, well readable line diagrams cannot be generated fully
automatically.
For Conceptual Information Systems, the management system TOSCANA (Kollewe, Skorsky,
Vogt, Wille 1994; Vogt, Wille 1995) has been developed. Based on the paradigm of conceptual
landscapes of knowledge (Wille 1997b), TOSCANA supports navigation through the data by
using conceptual scales like maps designed for di erent purposes and in di erent granularities.
It supports the ad hoc cmbination of arbitrry conceptual scales and their visualization by
nested line diagrams as well as drill down into a concept of some scale by di erentiating it
with a second scale. In the next section, we see discuss how such a navigation process is
facilitated when we add conceptual scales on a higher level.

3 Hierarchies of Conceptual Scales
In this section, we introduce higher level scales which group together scales on a higher
level of abstraction. This has three advantages. Firstly it supports the user in retrieving
the appropriate scales, and thus simpli es navigation. Secondly, higher level scales provide
information about the distribution of the objects over the scales. Such an information cannot
easily be discovered with the original scales. Thirdly, this approach allows to model thesauri
and ontologies. Browsing an ontology or a thesaurus can then be supported by visualization
techniques of Formal Concept Analysis.
We start with introducing a taxonomy (M; ) from which we derive higher level scales.

De nition: Let K := (G; M; I ) be a formal context. We extend the set M of one-valued
attributes to a partially ordered set (M; ) such that the set M contains exactly the minimal
elements of M. We say that n 2 M is a lower neighbor (n  m) of m 2 M, if n < m and
there is no l 2 M with n < l < m. The set of all lower neighbors of m 2 M is denoted by
m := fn 2 M j n  mg.
We de ne the extended context Kb := (G; M; I ) by
(g; m) 2 I : () 9n 2 M : n  m ^ (g; n) 2 I :
For each m 2 Mn M , let Gm  P(m ) such that the scale Sm := (Gm ; m; 3) is consistent
with respect to Kb . m is then called the name of the scale Sm. For m 2 M with m 6 M ,
we call Sm a higher level scale.
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4: Part of the hierarchy of the original library retrieval system
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5: Part of the extended hierarchy

Hence, we consider all elements of the taxonomy (except the maximal elements) as attributes,
and at the same time (except the minimal elements) as conceptual scales. This means that,
for l  m  n, m appears in two di erent ways in our system. It is an attribute of scale Sn
and at the same time the name of scale Sm.
Standard Conceptual Information Systems (i. e., without higher level scales) are a special case
of this de nition: The partially ordered set (M; ) is then of height 2, i. e., each element is
either a minimal or a maximal element. In other words, each m 2 M is either an attribute of
the original context (G; M; I ) or the name of a scale. Figure 4 shows a part of this hierarchy
for the original ZIT library system. In the diagram one can see that the partial order on
M is not necessarily a tree. The catchword Germany*, for instance, appears in more than
just one scale: beside in scale Germany also in scale Europe and scale Important Industrial
Countries.
We can now extend the partial ordering by adding more general attributes (catchwords).
Figure 5 shows how the hierarchy is changed when we add a new attribute Geography which
we let be the upper neighbor of the scales Europe, Germany, America, and Important Industrial
Countries. Data driven design generates then automatically the higher level scale SGeography
which is shown in Figure 6.
Data driven designed higher level scales can be used for Knowledge Discovery in Conceptual
Information Systems: `Missing' concepts in line diagrams always indicate implications, hence
provide (new) knowledge about the domain. In Figure 6, we recognize that, out of 16 possible
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6: The realized higher level scale SGeography

concepts, the scale consists of only 14 concepts. This leads us to the implication fAmerica,
Germanyg ! fImportant Industrial Countriesg. Hence each book having at least one catchword
in each of the scales America and Germany also has at least one of the catchwords in the scale
Important Industrial Countries.
Up to now, we have started from an existing Conceptual Information System with one level
of scales. We have extended it to the partially ordered set M. Now we consider the dual
situation: We start from the subsumption hierarchy of an ontology or thesaurus and generate
a Conceptual Information System for supporting navigation through the hierarchy. Hence the
situation is as follows: Given is a partially ordered set (M; ) representing the subsumption
hierarchy, and a context (G; M; I ) which assigns the related thesaurus terms (the elements
in M) to the documents (which are collected in the set G). From these two, conceptual
scales have to be derived for the Conceptual Information System.
For a subsumption hierarchy, we can assume that the following compatibility condition holds:
8g 2 G; m; n 2 M: (g; m) 2 I ; m  n ) (g; n) 2 I
(z)
(i. e., the assignment of thesaurus terms respects the transitivity of the partial order). In
that case, conceptual scales can be derived automatically, one for each non-minimal element
of (M; ), just as in the previous de nition. Data-driven design of all these scales can
be generated automatically by Dokuana, a preparation tool for Conceptual Information
Systems developed by NaviCon GmbH.
In thesauri however, the situation is more complex. Often the compatibility condition (z) does
not hold. Even worse, many thesauri merge the subsumption relation (isa-relation, also called
9

generic hierarchical relationship) with the partitive relationship (part-whole relationship) and
the instance relationship (Nikolai 1999). Hence the relation  is no longer transitive, and
(M; ) cannot longer be considered as partially ordered set. It remains a directed graph in
which reasoning by transitivity is no longer meaningful.
However, since the de nition of the conceptual scales only makes use of the direct neighbor
relation , the previous de nition of the conceptual scales can still be applied. But then the
user of the Conceptual Information System has to be aware that he can get additional objects
into his scope when he drills down the hierarchy. If for each link it is known which kind of
hierarchical relation it represents (an assumption which does not hold in many thesauri,
cf. (Nikolai 1999)) one can, for each non-minimal element in (M; ), provide one scale for
each kind of relationship. Depending on his choice, the user will then know if or if not he
can expect transitivity.

4 Nested Scaling
Nested line diagrams have become an established way of displaying large concept lattices.
They are based on the following theorem:
Theorem 1 (Ganter, Wille 1999) Let K := (G; M; I ) be a formal context, and SB1
and SB2 consistent scales. Then the concept lattice B (SB1(K )jSB2 (K )) of the apposition
SB1(K )jSB2 (K ) := (G; B1 [ B2 ; I \ (W
G  (B1 [ B2 ))) of the realized scales SB1(K ) and SB2(K )
can be embedded as a complete sub{ {semilattice in the direct product B(SB1)  B(SB2).
The theorem allows us to visualize the combination of two or more scales based only on the
layouts of the line diagrams of the individual scales. Hence we need to prepare only a small
number of line diagrams in advance, one for each conceptual scale. Whichever scales are
chosen for conceptual scaling, the resulting concept lattice can always be visualized by using
the precomputed diagrams for the concept lattices B(SBi). Figure 7 shows the nested line
diagram for the scales SGeography and SGermany. Each of the bold lines of the outer diagram has
now to be read as a sheaf of nine parallel lines which link corresponding concepts of the inner
scales. For instance, the concept at the lower left labeled with 20 is direct upper neighbor of
the concept at the bottom labeled with 33.
The concept lattice B(SGeography(K )jSGermany(K )) is the one we are really interested in. Its
embedding in the direct product is indicated by the bold circles. All other concepts are not
realized by the actual data. This means that their attribute sets do not form intents with
respect to the actual data, since all objects which have these attributes in common share at
least one other additional attribute.
From the de nition of the scale SGermany we know that, in all concepts of the outer scale
which do not have the attribute Germany, none of the concepts of the inner scale beside the
top element can be realized. Nested scaling is introduced for omitting these `uninteresting'
attributes.
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Nested scaling is the application of local scaling (Stumme 1996) to scales where one scale
subsumes the other in the partially ordered set (M; ). Local scaling only `blows up' those
concepts of the outer, higher level scale where the inner scale provides some information, i. e.,
where there is at least one realized concept in the inner scale unequal to the top concept.
From the de nition of the attribute Germany, we know that, in the scale SGeography, the
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8: Nested scaling of SGeography and SGermany

concepts to be blown up must all be below the concept labeled by Germany. The resulting
diagram is shown in Figure 8. The diagram is better readable, as it omits all concepts for
which it is clear from the construction of (M; ) that they are not realized. The reason
for not omitting all non-realized concepts is that they indicate the underlying structure
of the scale which is important for the readability of the diagram. Furthermore, in data
analysis applications, unrealized concepts are important because they indicate implications
(functional dependencies) between attributes. The concepts which are omitted by nested
scaling are exactly those which are related to implications resulting from the construction of
the taxonomy (M; ).
Nested scaling is based on the following theorem. It assures that the visualization is correct
and conforms to the reading conventions introduced in Section 2. The theorem follows
directly from the theorems stated and proved in (Stumme 1996). As it uses the compatibility
condition (z) for hiding the redundant information, it can only be applied when  is known to
be a partial order and when (z) holds. This is especially the case for the subsumption relation.
Theorem 2 Let (G; M; I ) be a formal context and (M; ) a partially ordered set with
min M = M verifying the compatibility condition (z). Let the scales Sl, l 2 M, be de ned
as in Section 3. Let m; n 2 M with m  n, and let C := fb 2 B(Sn) j b  (fmg00; fmg0 )g.
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9: Part of the hierarchy for the Conceptual Information System about speech act verbs

Let V := (B (Sn) n C ) [ (C  B (Sm)) with the partial order  given by
bn  dn : () bn n dn;
bn  (cn; cm) : () bn n cnand cm = 1B(Sm);
(cn; cm)  bn : () cn n bn;
(cn; cm)  (en; em) : () cn n enand cm m em
for bn; dn 2 B(Sn) n C , (cn ; cm); (en ; em) 2 C  B(Sm).
For B  Gm [ Gn , we de ne Bm := B \ Gm and Bn := B \ Gn.
Then, for H  G, the mapping
": B(H; Gm [ Gn; I \ (H  (Gm [ Gn))) ! V
with (A; BW) 7! (Bn0 ; Bn) if m 2= Bn , and (A; B ) 7! ((Bn0 ; Bn); (Bm0 ; Bm )) if m 2 Bn is a
complete {preserving embedding.
Nested scaling is particularly interesting if the higher level scales are nominal. Then one can
nest in each of their concepts another re ning scale. The example in Figures 9 and 10 is taken
from a Conceptual Information System about German speech act verbs (Grokopf, Harras
1999). The objects in the system are German speech act verbs, e. g., sagen (say), lugen (lie),
etc. The attributes are characterizations of speech act verbs, like, e. g., Einstellung (Attitude)
which indicates that the speech act described by the verb expresses some attitude.
Part of the partially ordered set (M; ) is shown in Figure 9. Figure 10 shows that it
is possible to re ne the conceptual scale Propositionale Einstellung (propositional attitude)
simultaneously by four di erent scales and still obtain a diagram with a suitable size.
In this case, we have additionally made use of the fact that in nested scaling one can omit
the bottom element of a scale if it has an empty extent. When in at least one scale the bot-
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10: The conceptual scale Propositionale Einstellung re ned by four di erent lower level scales
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tom element is omitted then an additional global bottom element has to be added.Theorem 2
can be generalized to state this fact, but it makes the description quite technical. For more
details, refer to (Stumme 1996). In Figure 10, this generalization allowed us to omit the
bottom elements of the outer and all four inner scales and instead adding one new global
bottom element which is indicated by the brace in the diagram.

5 Evaluation and Outlook
In this concluding section, we discuss strengths and limitations of our approach. The discussion will lead to topics of further research.
First of all, nested scaling, and more general the use of higher level scales, inherits the
strengths (and most of the limitations) from Fromal Concept Analysis. It provides a representation of concepts and conceptual hierarchies which is based on an precise set-theoretical semantics. Furthermore it comes with a well-de ned, unambiguous visualization. By structuring the level of conceptual scales, the presented approach enhances the navigation paradigm
of Formal Concept Analysis by supporting navigation on this meta-level. This means that it
can be applied in larger and more complex domains and still keep the conceptual and visual
appeal of Formal Concept Analysis. In this paper, we have focussed mainly on Information
Retrieval. In data analysis and knowledge discovery applications, higher level scales allow to
discover relationships between scales (and not only between attributes as in the current state
of Formal Concept Analysis). In these applications, nested scaling suppresses all information
which results from the chosen hierarchy and hence is already known by the analyst.
We have started our considerations with the question how to support navigation in large
Conceptual Information Systems. We have seen that nested scaling of conceptual scales with
di erent granularities is a solution to this problem. However, our approach is bound to fail
if each of the scales that we start with assigns at least one attribute to each of the objects.
Indeed, this is often the case in Conceptual Information Systems based on many-valued
contexts. We are currently studying meta-scales which have scales as objects. The system
of meta-scales will provide a `Meta Conceptual Information System' on top of the original
system.
Another limitation of the approach is that it is not able to deal with relations between
objects. In order to overcome this problem, there exist major research e orts to combine
Formal Concept Analysis with the theory of Conceptual Graphs (Sowa 1984). (Wille 1997a),
(Groh, Eklund 1999), and (Prediger, Wille 1999) indicate this development. At the moment,
a combination of nested scaling and Conceptual Graphs is tested in an email exploration tool
as part of a joint research project with Gri th University, Gold Coast, Australia. The project
also deals with the question how the construction of interesting scales can be supported by
using Conceptual Graphs. It is expected that results of this research will also be applicable
to higher level scales. They could then be used as a knowledge acqusition technique for
ontologies and thesauri.
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In many applications it is not allowed to change the structure of the database. In particular
it is often not possible to add additional attributes. In that case, the higher level scales have
to be de ned by using formulas of some logic. This is one of many reasons to establish logical
scaling (Prediger 1997; Prediger, Stumme 1999), where conceptual scales are generated from
logical formulas which are assigned to the attributes of the scales. From this assignment one
can then derive concrete scales which are conceptual scales with the modi cation that the
set of objects consists of logical formulas.
One can recognize that there are di erent approaches to extend the theory of Formal Concept
Analysis in order to bring it together with other knowledge represntation techniques. One
of these approaches is the work presented in this paper. Next research steps will include its
combination with logical scaling and Conceptual Graphs.
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